Abstract: This paper presents an approach to band selection fusion (BSF) which fuses bands produced by a set of different band selection (BS) methods for a given number of bands to be selected, n BS . Since each BS method has its own merit in finding the desired bands, various BS methods produce different band subsets with the same n BS . In order to take advantage of these different band subsets, the proposed BSF is performed by first finding the union of all band subsets produced by a set of BS methods as a joint band subset (JBS). Due to the fact that a band selected by one BS method in JBS may be also selected by other BS methods, in this case each band in JBS is prioritized by the frequency of the band appearing in the band subsets to be fused. Such frequency is then used to calculate the priority probability of this particular band in the JBS. Because the JBS is obtained by taking the union of all band subsets, the number of bands in the JBS is at least equal to or greater than n BS . So, there may be more than n BS bands, in which case, BSF uses the frequency-calculated priority probabilities to select n BS bands from JBS. Two versions of BSF, called progressive BSF and simultaneous BSF, are developed for this purpose. Of particular interest is that BSF can prioritize bands without band de-correlation, which has been a major issue in many BS methods using band prioritization as a criterion to select bands.
Introduction
Hyperspectral imaging has emerged as a promising technique in remote sensing [1] due to its use of hundreds of contiguous spectral bands. However, this has been traded for an issue of how to effectively utilize such a wealth of spectral information. In various applications, such as classification, target detection, spectral unmixing, and endmember finding/extraction, material substances of interest may respond to different ranges of wavelengths. In this case, not all spectral bands are useful. Consequently, it is crucial to find appropriate wavelength ranges for particular applications of interest. This leads to a need for band selection (BS), which has become increasingly important in hyperspectral data exploitation. It is worth noting that the above PBSF can be also implemented in a more general fashion. It does not have to fuse two band subsets at a time, but rather small varying numbers, for example, three band subsets in the first stage, then four band subsets in the second stage.
Once the number of bands is determined for BS, such as virtual dimensionality (VD) or { } One major issue arising in the selection of prioritized bands is that once a band with high priority is selected, its adjacent bands may be also selected due to their close inter-band correlation with the selected band. With the use of BSF, this issue can be resolved, because bands are selected according to their frequencies appearing in different sets of band subsets, not the priority orders. It is worth noting that the above PBSF can be also implemented in a more general fashion. It does not have to fuse two band subsets at a time, but rather small varying numbers, for example, three band subsets in the first stage, then four band subsets in the second stage.
Real Hyperspectral Image Experiments
Once the number of bands is determined for BS, such as virtual dimensionality (VD) or n BS = max 1≤ j≤p n j , we can select n BS bands from Ω n BS ( j) p j=1 according to (5) . There is a key difference Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2125 6 of 19 between SBSF and PBSF. That is, SBSF waits for the final generated Ω p JBS to select n BS bands, while PBSF selects n BS bands from Ω j JBS after each fusion. One major issue arising in the selection of prioritized bands is that once a band with high priority is selected, its adjacent bands may be also selected due to their close inter-band correlation with the selected band. With the use of BSF, this issue can be resolved, because bands are selected according to their frequencies appearing in different sets of band subsets, not the priority orders.
In this section, two applications are studied to demonstrate the utility of fusing various BSF methods using real hyperspectral images.
Linear Spectral Unmixing
HYDICE data was first used for linear spectral unmixing. Detailed information of HYDICE data is described in Appendix A.1.
The virtual dimensionality (VD) of this scene was estimated by the Harsanyi-Farrand-Chang (HFC) method in [21] [22] [23] as 9. However, according to [24, 25] , n BS = 9 seemed insufficient, because when the automatic target generation process (ATGP) developed in [26] was used to find target pixels, only three panel pixels could be found among nine ATGP-found target pixels. In order for ATGP to find five panel pixels with each panel pixel corresponding to one individual row, it requires 18 pixels to do so, as shown in Figure 3 . It should be noted that ATGP has been shown in [27] to be essentially the same as vertex component analysis (VCA) [28] and simplex growing algorithm (SGA) [29] , as long as their initial conditions are chosen to be the same. Accordingly, ATGP can be used for the general purposes of target detection and endmember finding. So, in the following experiments, the value of VD, nVD used for BS was set to nBS = 18 [30, 31] . Over the past years, many BS methods were developed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It is impossible to cover all such methods. Instead, we have selected some representatives for our experiments, for example, second order statistics-based BP criteria: variance, constrained band selection (CBS), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and high order statistics BP criteria: entropy (E), information divergence (ID). SBSF and PBSF were then used to fuse these BS methods. Table 1 lists  18 bands selected by 6 individual band selection algorithms. Tables 2-3 list 18 bands selected by various SBSF and PBSF methods. Figures. 4-6 show 18 target pixels found by ATGP using the 18 bands selected in Tables 1-3. Table 4 lists red panel pixels (in Figure A1, b) found by ATGP in Figures  4-6 , where ATGP using only 18 bands selected by S, UBS, and E-ID-CBS (PBSF) could find panel pixels in each of the five different rows. The last column in Table 4 shows whether all the five categories of targets (red panels in Figure A1 , b) were found using p = 18; if yes, this column would give the order and the exact endmember where the last pixel was found as the fifth red panel pixel in Figure A1 , b. 
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Selected bands (p = 18) It should be noted that ATGP has been shown in [27] to be essentially the same as vertex component analysis (VCA) [28] and simplex growing algorithm (SGA) [29] , as long as their initial conditions are chosen to be the same. Accordingly, ATGP can be used for the general purposes of target detection and endmember finding. So, in the following experiments, the value of VD, n VD used for BS was set to n BS = 18 [30, 31] . Over the past years, many BS methods were developed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It is impossible to cover all such methods. Instead, we have selected some representatives for our experiments, for example, second order statistics-based BP criteria: variance, constrained band selection (CBS), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and high order statistics BP criteria: entropy (E), information divergence (ID). SBSF and PBSF were then used to fuse these BS methods. Table 1 lists 18 bands selected by 6 individual  band selection algorithms. Tables 2 and 3 list 18 Tables 1-3. Table 4 lists red panel pixels (in Figure A1b) found by ATGP in Figures 4-6 , where ATGP using only 18 bands selected by S, UBS, and E-ID-CBS (PBSF) could find panel pixels in each of the five different rows. The last column in Table 4 shows whether all the five categories of targets (red panels in Figure A1b ) were found using p = 18; if yes, this column would give the order and the exact endmember where the last pixel was found as the fifth red panel pixel in Figure A1b . (e) ID (f) CBS (g) UBS Figure 4 . The 18 pixels found by automatic target generation process (ATGP) using the full bands and selected bands in Table 1 . Table 2 Figure 5. 18 pixels found by ATGP using SBSF and the selected bands in Table 2 .
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Unmixed Error As we can see from Table 2 , including five pure panel pixels found by S, UBS, and E-ID-CBS (PBSF) did not necessarily produce the best unmixing results. As a matter of fact, the best results were from FCLS using the bands selected by ID, which produced the smallest unmixed errors. These experiments demonstrated that in order for linear spectral unmixing to perform effectively, finding endmembers is not critical, but rather finding appropriate target pixels is more important and crucial. This was also confirmed in [33] . On the other hand, using bands selected by S and CBS also performed better than using the full band for spectral unmixing. Interestingly, if we further used BSF methods, then the FCLS-unmixed errors produced by bands selected by PBSF-based methods were smaller than that produced by using full bands and single BP criteria except ID.
Hyperspectral Image Classification
Three popular hyperspectral images, which have been studied extensively for hyperspectral image classification, were used for experiments-AVIRIS Purdue data, AVIRIS Salinas data, and ROSIS University of Pavia data. Detailed descriptions of these three images can be found in Appendix A.
According to recent work [1, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , the VD estimated for the three hyperspectral images were n VD = 18 for the Purdue data, n VD = 21 for Salinas, and n VD = 14 for the University of Pavia, as tabulated in Table 6 , in which case n BS was determined by the false alarm probability (P F ) 10 −4 . Table 6 . n BS estimated by HFC/NWHFC (Harsanyi-Farrand-Chang/Noise-whitened HFC). Then, uniform band selection (UBS), variance (V), SNR (S), entropy (E), ID, CBS, and the proposed SBSF and PBSF were implemented to find the desired bands listed in Table 7 . Once the bands were selected in Table 7 , two types of classification techniques were implemented for performance evaluation. One was a commonly used edge preserving filtering (EPF)-based spectral-spatial approach developed in [39] . In this EPF-based approach, four algorithms, EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-B-g, and EPF-G-g, were shown to be best classification techniques, where "B" and "G" are used to specify bilateral filter and guided filter respectively, and "g" and "c" indicate that the first principal component and color composite of three principal components were used as reference images. Therefore, in the following experiments, the performance of various BSF techniques will be evaluated and compared to these four EPF-based techniques because of two main reasons. One is that these four techniques are available on websites and we could re-implement them for comparison. Another is that these four techniques were compared to other existing spectral-spatial classification methods in [39] to show their superiority.
While EPF-based methods are pure pixel-based classification techniques, the other type of classification technique is a subpixel detection-based method which was recently developed in [40] , called iterative CEM (ICEM). In order to make fair comparison, ICEM was modified without nonlinear expansion. In addition, the ICEM implemented here is a little different from the ICEM with band selection nonlinear expansion (BSNE) in [40] , in the sense that the ground truth was used to update new image cubes instead of the ICEM with BSNE in [40] , which used classified results to update new image cubes. As a consequence, the ICEM results presented in this paper were better than ICEM with BSNE.
There are many parameters to compare the performance of different classification algorithms, among which P OA , P AA , and P PR are very popular ones to show how a specific classification algorithm performs. P OA is the overall accuracy probability, which is the total number of the correctly classified samples divided by the total number of test samples. P AA is the average accuracy probability, which is the mean of the percentage of correctly classified samples for each class. P PR is the precision rate probability by extending binary classification to a multi-class classification problem in terms of a multiple hypotheses testing formulation. Please refer to [40] for a detailed description of the three parameters. Table 8 calculates P OA , P AA , and P PR for Purdue's Indian Pines produced by EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-B-g, and EPF-G-g using full bands and bands selected in Table 7 , and the same experiment's results for the Salinas and University of Pavia data can be found in Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix B, where EPF-methods could not be improved by BS in classification. This is mainly due to their use of principal components which contain full band information compared to BS methods, which only retain selected band information. It is also very interesting to note that compared to experiments conducted for spectral unmixing in Section 3.1, where ID was shown to be the best BS method, ID was the worst BS for all four EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-B-g, and EPF-G-g methods. More importantly, whenever the BSF (both PBSF and SBSF) included ID as one of BS methods, the classification results were also the worst. These experiments demonstrated that ID was not suitable to be used for classification. Furthermore, experiments also showed that one BS method which is effective for one application may not be necessarily effective for another application. Table 8 . P OA , P AA , P PR for Purdue's Indian Pines produced by EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-B-g and EPF-G-g using full bands and bands selected in Table 7 . In contrast to EPF-based methods which could not be improved by BS, ICEM coupled with BS behaved completely differently. Table 9 calculates P OA , P AA , P PR , and the number of iterations for Purdue's Indian Pines produced by ICEM using full bands and bands selected in Table 7 , and the same experiment's results for the Salinas and University of Pavia data can be found in Tables A3 and A4 in Appendix B, where the best results are boldfaced. Apparently, all the P OA and P AA results produced by ICEM in Tables 9 and A3 and Table A4 in Appendix B were much better than those produced by EPF-based methods in Tables 8 and A1 and Table A2 , but the P PR results were reversed. Most interestingly, ID, which performed poorly for EPF-based methods for the three image scenes, now worked very effectively for ICEM using BS for the same three image scenes, specifically using BSF methods, which included ID as one of BS methods to be fused. Compared to the results using full bands, all BS and BSF methods performed better for both Purdue's data and University of Pavia and slightly worse than using full bands for Salinas. Also, the experimental results showed that the three image scenes did have different image characteristics when ICEM was used as a classifier with bands selected by various BS and BSF methods. For example, for the Purdue data, all the BS and BSF methods did improve classification results in P OA and P AA but not in P PR . This was not true for Salinas, where the best results were still produced by using full bands. For the University of Pavia, the results were right in between. That is, ICEM using full bands generally performed better than its using bands selected by single BS methods but worse than its using bands selected by BSF methods. Table 9 . P OA , P AA , P PR and the number of iterations calculated by ICEM using full bands and the bands selected in Table 7 for Purdue's data. 
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Discussions
Several interesting discussions are worthy of being mentioned. The proposed BSF does not actually solve band de-correlation problem but rather mitigates the problem. Nevertheless, whether BSF is effective or not is indeed determined by how effective the BS algorithms used to be fused are. BS algorithms use band prioritization (BP) to rank all bands according to their priority scores calculated by a BP criterion selected by user's preference. In this case, band de-correlation is generally needed to remove potentially redundant adjacent bands. If the selected BS algorithm is not appropriate and does not work effectively, how we can avoid this dilemma? So, a better way is to fuse two or more different BS algorithms to alleviate this problem. Our proposed BSF tries to address this exact issue. In other words, BSF can alleviate this but cannot fix this issue. Nevertheless, the more BP-based algorithms are fused, the less band correlation occurs. This can be seen from our experimental results. When two BP-based algorithms are fused, the bands selected by BSF are alternating. When more BP-based algorithms are fused, the BSF begins to select bands among different band subsets. This fact indicates that BSF tries to resolve the issue of band correlation as more BS algorithms are fused.
Since variance and SNR are second order statistics-based BP criteria, we may expect that their selected bands will be similar. Interestingly, this is not true according to Table 7 . For the Purdue data, variance and SNR selected pretty much the same bands in their first five bands and then departed widely, with variance focusing on the rest of bands in the blue visible range, compared to SNR selecting most bands in red and near infrared ranges. However, for Salinas, both variance and SNR selected pretty much same or similar bands in the blue and green visible range. On the contrary, variance and SNR selected bands in a very narrow green visible range but completely disjointed band subsets for University of Pavia. As for CBS, it selected almost red and infrared ranges for both the Purdue and Salinas scenes, but all bands in the red visible range for University of Pavia. Now, if these three BS algorithms were fused by PBSF, it turned out that half of the selected bands were in the blue visible range and the other were in red/infrared range for the Purdue data and Salinas. By contrast, PBSF selected most bands in the blue and red/infrared ranges. On the other hand, if these variance, SNR, and CBS were fused by SBSF, the selected bands were split evenly in the blue and red/infrared ranges for the Purdue data, but most bands in the blue and green ranges, except for four bands in the red and infrared ranges for Salinas, and most bands in the blue range for University of Pavia, with four adjacent bands, 80-91, selected in the green range. According to Table 8 , the best results were obtained by bands selected by SBSF across the board. Similar observations can be also made based on the fusion of entropy, ID, and CBS.
Whether or not a BS method is effective is completely determined by applications, which has been proven in this paper, especially when we compare the BS and BSF results for spectral unmixing and classification, which show that the most useful or sensitive BS methods are different.
The number of bands, n BS , to be selected also has a significant impact on the results. The n BS used in the experiments was selected based on VD, which is completely determined by image data characteristics, regardless of applications. It is our belief that in order for BS to perform effectively, the value of n BS should be custom-determined by a specific application.
It is known that there are two types of BS generally used for hyperspectral imaging. One is band prioritization (BP), which ranks all bands according to their priority scores calculated by a selected BP criterion. The other is search-based BS algorithms, according to a particularly designed band search strategy to solve a band optimization problem. This paper only focused on the first type of BS algorithms to illustrate the utility of BSF. Nevertheless, our proposed BSF can be also applicable to search-based BS algorithms. In this case, there was no need for band de-correlation. Since the experimental results are similar, their results were not included in this paper due to the limited space.
Conclusions
In general, a BS method is developed for a particular purpose. So, different BS methods produce different band subsets. Consequently, when a BS method is developed for one application, it may not work for another. It is highly desirable to fuse different BS methods designed for various applications so that the fused band set can not only work for one application but also for other applications. The BSF presented in this paper fits this need. It developed different strategies to fuse a number of BS methods. In particular, two versions of BSF were derived, simultaneous BSF (SBSF) and progressive BSF (PBSF). The main idea of BSF is to fuse bands by prioritizing fused bands according to their frequencies appearing in different band subsets. As a result, the fused band subset is more robust to various applications than a band subset produced by a single BS method. Additionally, such a fused band subset generally takes care of the band de-correlation issue. Several contributions are worth noting. First and foremost is the idea of BSF, which has never been explored in the past. Second, the fusion of different BS methods with different numbers of bands to be selected allows users to select the most effective and significant bands among different band subsets produced by different BS methods. Third, since fused bands are selected from different band subsets, their band correlation is largely reduced to avoid high inter-band correlation. Fourth, one bad band selected by a BS method will not have much effect on BSF performance because it may be filtered out by fusion. Finally, and most importantly, bands can be fused according to practical applications, simultaneously or progressively. For example, PBSF has potential in future hyperspectral data exploitation space communication, in which case BSF can take place during hyperspectral data transmission [33] . 
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Appendix A. Descriptions of Four Hyperspectral Data Sets
Four hyperspectral data sets were used in this paper. The first one, used for linear spectral unmixing, was acquired by the airborne hyperspectral digital imagery collection experiment (HYDICE) sensor, and the other three popular hyperspectral images available on the website http://www. ehu.eus/ccwintco/index.php?title=Hyperspectral_Remote_Sensing_Scenes, which have been studied extensively for hyperspectral image classification, were used for experiments.
Appendix A.1. HYDICE Data
The image scene shown in Figure A1 was acquired by the airborne hyperspectral digital imagery collection experiment (HYDICE) sensor in August 1995 from a flight altitude of 10,000 ft. This scene has been studied extensively by many reports, such as [1, 21] . There are 15 square panels with three different sizes, 3 × 3 m, 2 × 2 m, and 1 × 1 m, with its ground truth shown in Figure A1b , where the center and boundary pixels of objects are highlighted by red and yellow, respectively. (HYDICE) sensor, and the other three popular hyperspectral images available on the website http://www.ehu.eus/ccwintco/index.php?title=Hyperspectral_Remote_Sensing_Scenes, which have been studied extensively for hyperspectral image classification, were used for experiments.
A.1. HYDICE Data
The image scene shown in Figure A1 was acquired by the airborne hyperspectral digital imagery collection experiment (HYDICE) sensor in August 1995 from a flight altitude of 10,000 ft. This scene has been studied extensively by many reports, such as [1, 21] . There are 15 square panels with three different sizes, 3 x 3 m, 2 x 2 m, and 1 x 1 m, with its ground truth shown in Figure A1 (b) , where the center and boundary pixels of objects are highlighted by red and yellow, respectively. In particular, R (red color) panel pixels are denoted by p ij , with rows indexed by i = 1, · · · , 5 and columns indexed by j = 1, 2, 3, except the panels in the first column with the second, third, fourth, and fifth rows, which are two-pixel panels, denoted by p 211 , p 221 m-spatial resolution of the image scene suggests that most of the 15 panels are one pixel in size. As a result, there are a total of 19 R panel pixels. Figure A1b shows the precise spatial locations of these 19 R panel pixels, where red pixels (R pixels) are the panel center pixels and the pixels in yellow (Y pixels) are panel pixels mixed with the background.
Appendix A.2. AVIRIS Purdue Data
The second hyperspectral data set was a well-known airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) image scene, Purdue Indiana Indian Pines test site, shown in Figure A2a with its ground truth of 16 class maps in Figure A2b . It has a size of 145 × 145 × 220 pixel vectors, including water absorption bands (bands 104-108 and 150-163, 220). In
, except the panels in the first column with the second, third, fourth, and fifth rows, which are two-pixel panels, denoted by p211, p221, p311, p312, p411, p412, p511, p521. The 1.56 mspatial resolution of the image scene suggests that most of the 15 panels are one pixel in size. As a result, there are a total of 19 R panel pixels. Figure A1 (b) shows the precise spatial locations of these 19 R panel pixels, where red pixels (R pixels) are the panel center pixels and the pixels in yellow (Y pixels) are panel pixels mixed with the background.
A.2. AVIRIS Purdue Data
The second hyperspectral data set was a well-known airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) image scene, Purdue Indiana Indian Pines test site, shown in Figure A2 (a) with its ground truth of 16 class maps in Figure A2 (b) . It has a size of 145 x 145 x 220pixel vectors, including water absorption bands (bands 104-108 and 150-163, 220). 
A.3. AVIRIS Salinas Data
Figure A2. Purdue's Indiana Indian Pines scene.
Appendix A.3. AVIRIS Salinas Data
The third hyperspectral data set was the Salinas scene, shown in Figure A3a , which was also captured by the AVIRIS sensor over Salinas Valley, California, and with a spatial resolution of 3. The third hyperspectral data set was the Salinas scene, shown in Figure A3 (a), which was also captured by the AVIRIS sensor over Salinas Valley, California, and with a spatial resolution of 3.7 meters per pixel and a spectral resolution of 10 nm. It has a size of 512 x 227 x 224, including 20 water absorption bands, 108-112, 154-167, and 224. Figure A3 
A.4. ROSIS Data
The last hyperspectral data set used for experiments was the University of Pavia, image shown in Figure A4 , which is an urban area surrounding the University of Pavia, Italy. It was recorded by the ROSIS-03 satellite sensor. It has a size of 610 x 340 x 115 with a spatial resolution of 1.3 meters per pixel and a spectral coverage ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 μm, with a spectral resolution of 4 nm (the 12 most noisy channels were removed before experiments). Nine classes of interest plus background 
Appendix A.4. ROSIS Data
The last hyperspectral data set used for experiments was the University of Pavia, image shown in Figure A4 , which is an urban area surrounding the University of Pavia, Italy. It was recorded by the ROSIS-03 satellite sensor. It has a size of 610 × 340 × 115 with a spatial resolution of 1.3 m per pixel and a spectral coverage ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 µm, with a spectral resolution of 4 nm (the 12 most noisy channels were removed before experiments). Nine classes of interest plus background class, class 0, were considered for this image. 
A.4. ROSIS Data
The last hyperspectral data set used for experiments was the University of Pavia, image shown in Figure A4 , which is an urban area surrounding the University of Pavia, Italy. It was recorded by the ROSIS-03 satellite sensor. It has a size of 610 x 340 x 115 with a spatial resolution of 1.3 meters per pixel and a spectral coverage ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 μm, with a spectral resolution of 4 nm (the 12 most noisy channels were removed before experiments). Nine classes of interest plus background class, class 0, were considered for this image. Table A1 . P OA , P AA , P PR for Salinas, produced by EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-B-g, and EPF-G-g using full bands and bands selected in Table 7 . Table A2 . P OA , P AA , and P PR for University of Pavia produced by EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-B-g, and EPF-G-g using full bands and bands selected in Table 7 . Table A3 . P OA , P AA , P PR and the number of iterations calculated by ICEM using full bands and bands selected in Table 7 for Salinas data. Table A4 . P OA , P AA , P PR and the number of iterations calculated by ICEM using full bands and bands selected in Table 7 for the University of Pavia data. 
Appendix B. Classification Results of Salinas and University of Pavia Data Sets
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